YOU’RE ALWAYS ON THE
RIGHT TRACK WITH US

OUTSTANDING QUALITY
FROM START TO FINISH
Dear Readers,
We have dedicated ourselves to the safe, flexible and economic transportation of your consumer goods for around
20 years as a transportation and logistics services specialist in the food and trade sector. More than any other sector, the transportation of different foodstuffs requires acute
awareness and considerable know-how so as to maintain
the quality of goods along the entire added value chain. It is
precisely this expertise that distinguishes our services. We
provide for every area within the complex logistics sector.
This allows you to take advantage of a comprehensive service from under one roof, from detailed consultation and
procurement to storage and transfer specifically tailored to
the goods in question and final delivery. Size is not important in this respect. We get both small and large goods to
wherever they need to go, and we do so all over Europe!
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LTN´s defined corporate promise "We always deliver our
best performance" is lived out by the entire team in our
family-run business. This is how around 150 employees,
some of whom have been with us since the company was
founded, are committed to providing you as customer with
individual transport solutions every single day. Our up-andcoming employees are also strongly driven to perform. We
regularly offer training in freight forwarding and office management and sensitize our trainees to the demanding tasks
they will face in future from the beginning on.
Just like our fleet, we never stand still. We would like to use
this brochure to give you an insight into our company and
its comprehensive range of services. We will be happy to
assist you in future with our experience as a reliable logistics partner. Contact us!
Your LTN GmbH Team

IMPORTANT MILESTONES ON OUR ROAD TO SUCCESS
2004

Founding of LTN GmbH

2011 & 2013

The location Hamm is added first, followed by Mülheim,
Schwalmtal, Neuenrade, Drolshagen and Kirchhundem.

2018

The company moves from Bergkamen to Dortmund into a larger office building with its
own warehouse and workshop as well as sufficient parking.

2020

Founding of the subsidiary firm Cool Solutions for the transportation of
temperature-controlled goods.

2021

Expansion of the service portfolio with the introduction of both the
city logistics and packaged goods business areas.
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OUR ROUTE
IS YOUR GOAL
Our overriding objective is to become the biggest transportation company for packaged goods both in Germany and across Europe. In pursuing this aim, we are exploiting unused capacity and drawing on our profound
know-how and decades of experience as a transport
and logistics service provider for consumer goods.
As a result, you are certain to find a reliable partner in
LTN if you are looking for the flexible transportation
of your packaged goods. We take care of your goods
quickly, safely and throughout the entire journey. At the
same time, we pay close attention to the professional
handling of your packaged goods and any regulations
that need to be observed.
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WE UNITE DIFFERENT SERVICES
Given it is possible to combine shipments of packaged
goods optimally and organise them flexibly, our logistics network offers efficient and custom delivery in the
fastest time possible. We can guarantee you procurement and delivery within 24 or 48 hours depending on
your order, either on a date of your choosing or even

next day thanks to our express service. To realise this,
we plan customer-specific transportation either as combined transportation or as an additional load. If special
precautions are required for the transportation of packaged goods, individual journeys specifically for such cargo can also be arranged.

THE ADVANTAGES
WE OFFER FOR THE
TRANSPORTATION OF
YOUR PACKAGED GOODS
•
•
•
•

High degree of flexibility
Europe-wide network
High cost efficiency
Delivery on time
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CENTRAL SUPPORT FOR
SUCCESSFUL GOODS
TRADING

•
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Thanks to our centrally located sales location in Dortmund, we are a proven partner in procurement logistics and can guarantee the reliable commissioning and
packaging of your goods.

We also offer direct branch deliveries for our customers in all of North Rhine-Westphalia, across Germany of
course and, if required, throughout all of Europe!

FROM OUR DORTMUND LOCATION:
WE TAKE ON.
CENTRAL SUPPLY
BRANCH SUPPLY
DELIVERIES TO ENTIRE
POSTAL CODE AREAS
STORAGE
COMMISSIONING
LABELLING
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WE PROVIDE AN ALL-ROUND CAREFREE PACKAGE
We now commission more than 200 customers daily,
carry out handling for other customers and complete
more than 1,000 stops throughout Germany. Our services in this regard extend beyond varied food transportation options: we offer delivery services that are ideally
suited to each particular product, from dry freight to
temperature-controlled goods.

Our clientèle could not be more different. We serve both
smaller companies consisting of around 20 branches
and market leaders with sites across the entire country.
A considerable number of our customers have relied on
our expertise in contract logistics for many years. Our
business relationships, some of which have existed for
decades, are characterised by mutual trust and proactive communication.

· Steuerberatung
· Rechnungswesen
· Betriebswirtschaftliche Beratung
Bei den Themen Steuern und Finanzen stehen wir Ihnen
verlässlich und kompetent zur Seite.
Florianstraße 11
44534 Lünen
 02306 756500
 info@klingauf-stb.de
www.klingauf-stb.de
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THE NEEDS OF THE CUSTOMER ARE PARAMOUNT
Our experienced logistics team are well aware that the
challenges of the sector are truly unique. This is because special product groups with a high turnover rate
and limited shelf life, e.g. baked goods or fresh produce,
must be delivered to the end consumer quickly and with
no loss of quality.

In order to meet these requirements, we create a sophisticated delivery plan here at LTN which is specifically tailored to your needs.

"WE TRANSPORT YOUR GOODS IN FULL AWARENESS THAT WE ARE THE FINAL
LINK BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR CUSTOMERS. THIS MEANS WE ARE NOT ONLY
YOUR APPOINTED PARTNERS, BUT AMBASSADORS FOR YOUR BRAND.”
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SUSTAINABLE
CITY LOGISTICS
FOR THE REGION
An important topic of genuine importance to our dynamic logistics company is the protection of the environment through the reduction of CO2. High traffic density
in city centres leads to extreme levels of pollution and
can even result in late deliveries. Our modern city logistics concept means we’re not forced to choose between
meeting our customers’ needs and making eco-friendly
choices.
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Delivery journeys are reduced in length through the bundling of goods in the warehouse, empty runs are avoided and, as a result, the burden on city traffic is lessened
owing to a decrease in noise pollution and emissions.
In addition, the goods arrive at the customer's premises
faster and more cost-effectively.

OUR ENGINE: AN ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY SUPPLY OF ENERGY
We deliberately committed ourselves
to sustainable electricity generation
with our move to Dortmund in 2018.
We contribute to our own energy
supply thanks to a high-performance
photovoltaic system and generate
electricity that is 100 % green.
Our electric-mobile fleet is constantly growing so that we will be able to
travel by road even more ecologically
in future.

KONTAKTIEREN SIE UNS!

Tobias Hallmann
Garten- und Landschaftsbau

0170 9340860

Mühlhausener
Hellweg 10
59425 Unna
(02303) 40860

 www.bts-daf.de
 +49 (0)231 589 406-0




info@bts-daf.de
Berliner Straße 77 | 44143 Dortmund

BTS GmbH & Co. KG - Ihr DAF Partner in Dortmund | Hamm | Essen | Frechen
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QUALITY MAKES THE
DIFFERENCE
The transport of sensitive goods in particular requires
an above-average service and a binding quality standard. As a leading food specialist, LTN is optimally qualified for this role. This is attested by our IFS certification.
For us, this is not just about meeting legal requirements.
The high standards required for each certification are
the foundation on which our work rests.

"ACTING SUSTAINABLY GUARANTEES BOTH OUR SUCCESS AND YOURS.”
Safety also plays a major role as part of our quality
promise. We take numerous measures to minimise or
eliminate possible risks during transportation. Our customers always know that their goods are in the best
possible hands because we only ever place responsible
and professional drivers behind the wheel. We make
certain that goods do not suffer any damage whatsoever during transportation. The use of state-of-the-art
and resource-saving automotive technology is one of
our top priorities.
For quality assurance purposes, individual customer
locations are also subjected to regular quality controls
and all hygiene regulations are strictly observed.

www.malerbetrieb-kehl.de

Maler- und LackiererMeister | Karl Heinz Kehl
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WIR BRINGEN FARBE UND GEMÜTLICHKEIT
IN IHR LEBEN!
Sie sind auf der suche nach einen Maler in Lünen?
Einen Malerbetrieb in Lünen, der sauber und ordentlich arbeitet,
verlässliche Termine macht und über kompetentes und freundliches
Personal verfügt?
Dann sind Sie bei unserem Malerbetrieb genau richtig!
Wir freuen uns auf Sie!

KLICK HIER

Schulkampstr. 6 - 44536 Lünen Brambauer - Tel.: 0172 / 5678205

WE WILL DO IT FOR YOU!
Your goods are in good hands with us, we personally make sure of that. For every customer solution there is a
central contact person. Contact the appropriate specialist department directly or contact our head office.

MARCO NIEDENFÜHR
Chief Executive Officer
+49 231 999551-0
BENEDIKT NIEDENFÜHR
Junior Fleet Manager
+49 231 999551-17
lkw@ltngmbh.de
ANDREA NIEDENFÜHR
Payroll/Accounting
+49 231 999551-11
pb@ltngmbh.de
MARIA ANDRIES
Processing/Clerking
+49 231 999551-16
sb@ltngmbh.de

CONSTANTIN BIZOM
Fleet Manager
+49 231 999551-12
fp@ltngmbh.de
JANINE SCHRADER
Quality Management
+49 231 999551-15
js@ltngmbh.de
CHANTAL NIEDENFÜHR
Business Development
+49 231 999551-20
vertrieb@ltngmbh.de
HEAD OFFICE
+49 231 999551-0
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COMPATIBILITY COMES
AS STANDARD WITH US
We attach great importance to a well-equipped modern
fleet of vehicles and reputable vehicle manufacturers.
In this way, we can meet the most diverse customer
needs and transport their goods according to their requirements. When it comes to the environment, we are
also in the right lane with respect to electro-mobility.
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We currently use VW’s innovative electric vehicles in
our passenger car fleet. We rely on the manufacturers
MAN, DAF and Mercedes for our truck fleet. We purchase trailers from our long-standing partners Krone
and Wielton.

OUR FLEET FOR EVERY NEED:
SEMI-TRAILERS NORMAL AND MEGA
ARTICULATED TRUCKS AND BOX 			
TRAILERS WITH THROUGH-LOADING 		
FACILITY, BOTH UNITS WITH TAIL LIFT
DISTRIBUTION VEHICLES WITH BOX 			
TRAILER AND TAIL LIFT
3.5- TO 18-TONNER
DISTRIBUTION VEHICLES FOR THE 			
DEEP-FREEZE SECTOR WITH PARTI-			
TION WALL AND TWO EVAPORATORS 		
12- TO 18-TONNER
TAUTLINER
TAUTLINER WITH TAIL LIFT

Tanken Sie auch schon

MEGA TAUTLINER WITH 3 M OF
LATERAL LOADING HEIGHT
DOUBLE-STACK REFRIGERATED 			
TRAILER
DOUBLE-STACK REFRIGERATED 		
TRAILER/PARTITION WALL/TWO 			
EVAPORATORS
VEHICLES AND UNITS WITH GPS 			
MONITORING
TRAILER WITH XL CERTIFICATES
TAUTLINER WITH BEVERAGE
CERTIFICATE
COIL TRAILER

KRONE SPARE PARTS

Weil ich schnell die richtigen
mit der digitalen
rte? brauche.
Fahrerka
Ersatzteile
BESTELL-HOTLIN0E2:
+49 59E-T51-RA2ILE0RP9AR3TS.COM
W W W.KRON

Krone_Deutschland_LTN_GMBH_90x55_DU210820_SpareParts.indd 1
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PHONE: +49 231 999551-0
FAX: +49 231 999551-99
EMAIL: INFO@LTNGMBH.DE
WWW.LTNGMBH.DE

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA!

· Concept: JS Media Tools A/S · www.jsworldmedia.com

LTN GMBH
TRONJESTRASSE 17
44319 DORTMUND
GERMANY

